
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ADVENTURE IN PERSPECTIVE
a Team Building Program presented jointly by 

 

The Adventure in Perspective 
 

Price: $129.00 per person

 
Two industry pioneers have joined forces — and their special talents 
team building program. 
• Black Sky Training, LLC, has over seven years of experience training aviation and aerospace crews to work together 

safely and successfully. They are the first company to receive Federal Aviation Authority safety approval for a training 
program. Black Sky's expertise is in teaching how to use the Model of Human Behavior to improve the team's success. The 
program provides the participants with definitive tools, easily applied and expanded, which are useful in the workplace or 
in any social interaction. 

• Zoom Air Orlando, LLC, introduced the U.S. to a new kind of eco
combining the exhilaration of zip-lining with the fun and satisfaction of conquering assorted challenges at heights of 20 to 
nearly 50 feet, in a natural setting. 

With the Adventure in Perspective, lessons are introduced in a stimulating classroom session, then reiterated and illustrated in 
activities out in the forest of the Central Florida Zoo. Your team's members will begin to understand how they spur 
constructive action by their teammates, what colors their personal responses to others, and how to use this information to mov
team to a higher vantage point! We understand the value of your resources. If you're going to pay your team (and us) for a da
devoted to the regular duties of bringing in revenue and keeping things running smoothly, you want the most bang for your buc
The Adventure in Perspective program is designed to provide that.
• The day's agenda allows for minimal downtime; we want yo
• Classroom instruction is interactive and geared to communicate with different styles of learning:  Visual, auditory, and 

hands-on. 
• Participation in classroom activities is required; our trainer
• There is a written test after the classroom material is presented. Results will be made available to you, to document that 

your team was engaged in learning the new material.
• The outdoor activities put your team in a fresh environm
• Using their bodies and all their senses and being active at different elevations opens participants even more to absorb the 

lessons and achieve — literally — a new perspective.
• The low-ropes and on-ground initiatives give the participants opportunities to apply their new knowledge in a live "lab," 

helping the lessons to put down roots, so to speak, in their brains, and providing practice at generalizing the new material 
to real-life situations. 

• The Rainforest Team Trek, with a built
outside their comfort zones, giving them the opportunity to learn they can exceed their normal self
effectively with others to help the whole team "rise above."

• More timid participants who successfully conquer even part of the Rainforest walk away with increased self
and less fear. (Our goal is that they conquer it all, and we're experienced 

• At the end of the adventure, the experiences and lessons of the day are reviewed, clarified, and tied together in a facilitat
debriefing session. 

 

www.zoomair.us 

ADVENTURE IN PERSPECTIVE
a Team Building Program presented jointly by Black Sky Training and 

 is held weekdays, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., for groups of 10 to 30 people.

Price: $129.00 per person Price includes the program, all program materials, bottled water,
and box lunch. (Prices do not include sales tax.) 

and their special talents — to create a fresh, innovative, and effective

, has over seven years of experience training aviation and aerospace crews to work together 
and successfully. They are the first company to receive Federal Aviation Authority safety approval for a training 

program. Black Sky's expertise is in teaching how to use the Model of Human Behavior to improve the team's success. The 
participants with definitive tools, easily applied and expanded, which are useful in the workplace or 

introduced the U.S. to a new kind of eco-friendly aerial adventure over four years ago, 
lining with the fun and satisfaction of conquering assorted challenges at heights of 20 to 

lessons are introduced in a stimulating classroom session, then reiterated and illustrated in 
activities out in the forest of the Central Florida Zoo. Your team's members will begin to understand how they spur 
onstructive action by their teammates, what colors their personal responses to others, and how to use this information to mov

We understand the value of your resources. If you're going to pay your team (and us) for a da
devoted to the regular duties of bringing in revenue and keeping things running smoothly, you want the most bang for your buc

program is designed to provide that. 
The day's agenda allows for minimal downtime; we want your team learning and growing the entire time they are with us.
Classroom instruction is interactive and geared to communicate with different styles of learning:  Visual, auditory, and 

Participation in classroom activities is required; our trainers will make that happen. 
There is a written test after the classroom material is presented. Results will be made available to you, to document that 
your team was engaged in learning the new material. 
The outdoor activities put your team in a fresh environment, opening them up to new learning and development.
Using their bodies and all their senses and being active at different elevations opens participants even more to absorb the 

a new perspective. 
nd initiatives give the participants opportunities to apply their new knowledge in a live "lab," 

helping the lessons to put down roots, so to speak, in their brains, and providing practice at generalizing the new material 

orest Team Trek, with a built-in activity again designed to reinforce the morning's training, pushes participants 
outside their comfort zones, giving them the opportunity to learn they can exceed their normal self

ers to help the whole team "rise above." 
More timid participants who successfully conquer even part of the Rainforest walk away with increased self
and less fear. (Our goal is that they conquer it all, and we're experienced at making that happen.)
At the end of the adventure, the experiences and lessons of the day are reviewed, clarified, and tied together in a facilitat

 
CONTACT US 

Zoom Air 
(407) 330-0767 

teambuilding@zoomair.us 
 
 
 
 
 

ADVENTURE IN PERSPECTIVE 
and Zoom Air  

is held weekdays, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., for groups of 10 to 30 people. 

Price includes the program, all program materials, bottled water, 

to create a fresh, innovative, and effective 

, has over seven years of experience training aviation and aerospace crews to work together 
and successfully. They are the first company to receive Federal Aviation Authority safety approval for a training 

program. Black Sky's expertise is in teaching how to use the Model of Human Behavior to improve the team's success. The 
participants with definitive tools, easily applied and expanded, which are useful in the workplace or 

friendly aerial adventure over four years ago, 
lining with the fun and satisfaction of conquering assorted challenges at heights of 20 to 

lessons are introduced in a stimulating classroom session, then reiterated and illustrated in 
activities out in the forest of the Central Florida Zoo. Your team's members will begin to understand how they spur — or stifle — 
onstructive action by their teammates, what colors their personal responses to others, and how to use this information to move the 

We understand the value of your resources. If you're going to pay your team (and us) for a day not 
devoted to the regular duties of bringing in revenue and keeping things running smoothly, you want the most bang for your buck. 

ur team learning and growing the entire time they are with us. 
Classroom instruction is interactive and geared to communicate with different styles of learning:  Visual, auditory, and 

There is a written test after the classroom material is presented. Results will be made available to you, to document that 

ent, opening them up to new learning and development. 
Using their bodies and all their senses and being active at different elevations opens participants even more to absorb the 

nd initiatives give the participants opportunities to apply their new knowledge in a live "lab," 
helping the lessons to put down roots, so to speak, in their brains, and providing practice at generalizing the new material 

in activity again designed to reinforce the morning's training, pushes participants 
outside their comfort zones, giving them the opportunity to learn they can exceed their normal self-expectations and work 

More timid participants who successfully conquer even part of the Rainforest walk away with increased self-confidence 
making that happen.) 

At the end of the adventure, the experiences and lessons of the day are reviewed, clarified, and tied together in a facilitated 

  www.blacksky.aero 


